Tenon focuses on ‘Public Safety’ through robust remote surveillance system Soteria




Asia's first state-of-the-art control and command centre offers managed remote surveillance services
Tenon had partnered with technology giants IBM &GVD to build Asia’s first ever command centre- Soteria
Soteria’s technology has the ability to mitigate risk of theft, fraud, traffic violation and other crimes in city
like Gurgaon

Gurgaun, December 3, 2015: India’s leading Integrated Security & Facility Management Corporation –
Tenon Group, organised a demo on ‘Remote Monitoring in a City Surveillance Model’ and facilitated a
visit to an exclusive command centre ‘Soteria’ in Gurgaon today. The session focused on the ‘Public
Safety’ as an important function for government.
Tenon had partnered with technology giants IBM &GVD to build Asia’s first ever command centre- Soteria,
which has the capability to provide end to end security especially in a city like Gurgaon. This millennium,
city has posed an alarm as it has become unsafe and daunting with increasing crime rate and regular road
rage. The principal of good governance in Gurgaon continues to swell every year.
Soteria Command Centre provides high end security with its top technology and split second response.
From protecting a home or multi campus setting, managing the sensitive areas, eliminating security
breaches, data security at financial institutions to security at manufacturing plants, Soteria provides a
complete security solution.
Talking about a safe city, Brig Rajan Oberoi, Group CEO, Tenon said, “With more than half the global
population today living in urban areas, safety is increasingly being considered essential in ensuring a
relaxed living and prosperity. We are now in the phase that we are moving away from plain security and
into an arena where there is a greater amalgamation of man and machine. Soteria, our remote monitoring
command center, with its predictive and preventive component, is a safety driver, which can enhance
security of life and property in the city.
Soteria is the solution incarnate to security threats. It employs cutting edge hardware backed by
sophisticated analytical tools that take a proactive response for Risk Elimination and Prevention (REAP).
The command centre is equipped to perform a number of analytical functions such as situational
awareness of a location, facial recognition & activity of object such as abandoned luggage in a monitored
space and is also able to function as a day-to-day operations resource.
About Tenon Group of Companies
The Tenon Group of Companies, an Integrated Security & Facilities Management Corporation started its
journey in 1995 and today has a global presence and is spread across India with over 50,000 employees
in 71 branches, in India and overseas, providing comprehensive range of services to more than 1800
clients.

Founded by Major Manjit Rajain, the company started with manned guarding services - Peregrine
Guarding which quickly established itself as the premier establishment in this space. It has been awarded
the Fastest Growing Security Company and has been independently rated by KPMG, EY and Deloitte as
amongst the top 5 service providers in the country.
The group’s vision for growth led to the expansion of the business and in 2007, Tenon was established to
offer Integrated Facilities Management Services. In 2009 the corporation was further strengthened by the
acquisition Rotopower, the leading electro mechanical service provider.
With the listing in the London Stock Exchange (AIM) in 2008 through its parent company Mortice Limited,
headquartered in Singapore, Tenon had the distinction of being the only corporation in Asia offering
Integrated Facility Management Services, Security and Electrical & Mechanical services to be featured.
In 2013 Tenon expanded its global footprint and established its presence in Saudi Arabia and Sri Lanka
through Saudi Tenon and Tenon Lanka, respectively. 2014 was another landmark year for Tenon both in
terms of market expansion and new business venture. Globally Tenon made a significant foray in
Netherlands through a joint venture with Amsterdam Arena International and the business saw expansion
through a launch of a new vertical – Soteria, the state of the art Control and Command Centre offering
remote surveillance services. In 2015 Tenon augmented its vision of expansion further by 100% acquisition
of UK based facility management company – O&G Group and 51% acquisition of a Singapore based
Security Service Company - Frontline Security Pte Ltd.

